
 

Lesson Five 

Petitioning the Angels Directly 

Up until now you have been working your angelic magic through either the Archangel Gabriel or the 
Shekinah. These are always excellent methods for performing your magic. One of the benefits of 
working with Gabriel and/or Shekinah energies is that because your petitions are coming through 
these energies rather than with the other angelic spheres directly, the time it takes for results to 
appear can be reduced; however, we will now learn how to petition each angel directly. Working in 
this manner can give you much more powerful results, even though occasionally the time it takes for 
results to manifest can be somewhat increased.

Angels are all powerful, but only within their own spheres of influence. Remember to always only 
petition the angel who rules specifically that for which you are working magic. To petition the wrong 
angel would be like asking a plumber to be your wedding photographer, they usually won’t be able to 
help you. If you absolutely can’t figure out which angel rules your desire, then you can work with 
Raphael, and ask him to bring your petition to the correct angel, as he is the messenger angel of 
Mercury.

When petitioning the angels directly, make your magical work space as beautiful as you can. 
Appropriate flowers, crystals, gems and colored candles are great ideas for beautifying your altar and 
making your angelic magic much more powerful and up-lifting. Burn the angel’s incense or sprinkle 
the angel’s perfume around the area if possible. Remember that correspondences work with the 
magical law of “signatures” and they help to line your deep mind, your surface mind, your aura and 
the energies you are invoking. If there are correspondences which do not make sense to you, then 
disregard them for now and work with ones that DO make sense to you.

In addition to working magic with the angels, it’s also important to realize that all the different flowers, 
perfumes, stones, metals and such that are sacred to your birth angels, are also your own personal 
“lucky” symbols; therefore, you would be wise to begin to incorporate them not only in your magical 
workings, but into your own daily life.
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The angelic symbols and calls signed included in this lesson are intimately connected with the 
vibratory energy of each particular angel with whom they correspond. In addition to the magical 
scripts you have been using, the call signs, planetary symbols and zodiacal symbols associated with 
each angel will give you a much closer connection to each angel; therefore, as you progress further in 
this work and begin to work with the angels directly, these symbols become essential tools for your 
use.

When petitioning an angel directly it is important to use their own personal call signs and the 
appropriate angelic script for each angel. Combining the call signs, with the magical scripts is very 
powerful. These symbols carry an ancient current which, when tapped into, is extremely powerful. 
Tapping into these powers becomes much more intense over time and with practice. You might think 
of using these symbols as a means by which you are moving into the causal plane where these 
powerful beings operate to help bring about new forms, ideas, experiences and relationships out of 
the matrix creative powers.

Angelic Omens 

Beings of higher realms from ours, communicate with us through our deep minds. This is because our 
deep minds are one with the Universal Mind. This Universal Mind is often referred to by the Jungian 
term, the “Collective Unconscious.” Through your scrying work with your magic mirror, you are 
developing your clairvoyance, and thus, you may get to the point where you can have direct 
telepathic communication with some (or possibly all ) of the angels. However, even once you have 
reached that level of skill, your clairvoyant abilities may not be capable of tuning in with the angels 
directly at all times. Luckily, it is not necessary to have telepathic communication with the angels 
when you are working magic, because the angels communicate with those who petition them through 
omens.

Angelic omens come in many different forms including birds, insects, flowers, trees, gifts, etc. After 
you have completed an angelic petition, you should receive an omen during that angel’s specified 
period of time. All omens should be completely spontaneous and unexpected. If you have not 
received an omen during the specified time, it usually means that your magical result is not 
forthcoming. If this is the case, your petition should either be rethought or reworded and then 
repeated in three months time (during the appropriate lunar phase), or abandoned altogether.

For instance, if you petitioned Michael for something, and within 7 days received a gift of oranges 
from someone (unsolicited), this is an omen that your petition was received and your magic is “in the 
works.” A list of time frames and omens follows later.

Remember that for an omen to be taken seriously, it must be a sign specifically described in the 
angelic tradition, it must come within the specific time frame called for with that angel, and it must not 
be something that was in any way orchestrated by you.

Writing Your Petitions 

The paper which is used for angelic petitions must be square. It matters not what size the piece of 
paper is, but square it must be (the same size horizontally and vertically). Be certain that you cut your 
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paper into an exact square. The colors of paper and ink you choose will depend on the angel you are 
petitioning. I tend to use white paper and colored ink, and then color in the white background with 
crayon or colored pencil when necessary, rather than using colored paper. But using colored paper is 
absolutely fine too.

Remember to use the plural form of personal pronouns when writing your petitions. For example, 
write “please help us,” but avoid “please help me.” In addition to being a polite method of addressing 
the angels, it also helps you relate to being one with all the universe, rather than being all alone in it.

At the top of your square of paper, you will draw (in the appropriate angelic color) either three or four 
boxes depending on the angel you are petitioning. Within these boxes, you will also draw the 
planetary symbol of the angel, the symbol of the sign or signs of the zodiac the angel rules, and also 
their personal call sign. In the space beneath these boxes, you will write the appropriate greeting for 
the angel, followed by your petition, using the magical script specified for that angel. You will sign your 
name at the bottom of the petition using the appropriate angelic script for the angel you are 
petitioning.

Once you have written your petition, you may optionally place a candle on top of it and light the 
candle. Either let the candle burn down and out by itself (avoid leaving candles unattended), or you 
may burn the candle a bit each day until it burns out by itself. Burning a candle on top of your petition 
is optional, and is not required for this work.

You will then keep the petition for the length of time specified for the angel with whom you are 
working. Once the time has elapsed, you will destroy the petition either by tearing it up, or burning it. 
During the specified time you keep your petition before destroying it, you should receive one or more 
omen from the angel you petitioned, letting you know that your results are on their way. Whether or 
not you receive an omen, you will destroy the petition at the proper time. 

There is no desire that cannot be granted, however sometimes you will not receive an omen. This 
means that your desire either simply needs to be rethought or reworded, or that you must to wait to 
move forward with this desire because the time is just not right. Occasionally, certain desires must 
simply be abandoned, at least for a while, in order to either learn a particular lesson or to avoid a 
problem which is unforeseen by you.

Remember, if you don’t receive an omen, let your goal rest for at least three months before you 
repeat your petition. When you do repeat your petition, make sure that you take stock of how you 
have worded it and how you might change your petition the next time to be more successful.

If, however, you have received an omen, you can be absolutely certain that your results are 
forthcoming. 
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Example Petition to Michael 

Example Petition to Samael 

A e

“To Archangel Michael” 
(in Rivers Script)

Petition 
(in Theban Script)

Your Name 
(in Rivers Script)

E a h

“To Angel Samael of Mars, the Great Protector” 
(in Rivers Script)

Petition
(In Rivers Script)

Your Name
(In Rivers Script)
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Angelic Symbols and Call Signs 

Angel Call Sign Planetary 
Symbol

Zodiacal 
Symbol 1

Zodiacal 
Symbol 2

Michael A e

Gabriel B d

Samael E a h

Raphael C c f

Sachiel F i l

Anael D g b

Cassiel G j

Uriel H k
Lightning Flash

Lunar Crown

Part of Fortune

Bird’s Head

Ladder of Life

Crown of Royalty

Upright Sword

Chalice of Joy
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Michael 

Zodiacal sign: Leo
Planet: Sun
Call sign: The Crown
Keep petition for 7 full days before destroying (destroy it the following Sunday).
Results typically come within one year.
Address petition: “To Archangel Michael of the Sun”
White paper in orange or gold
Petition on Sundays
Angelic Script: The address: “To the Archangel Michael” is in Rivers Script; The petition is in Theban 
Script; and your name is in Rivers Script again.

Michael’s Omens:

Being unexpectedly bathed in a sunbeam;
Receiving a gift or oranges, marigolds, sunflowers, heliotrope, orange blossoms or orange blossom 
perfume;
Receiving a gift in the shape of a crown;
If your cat has kittens, a stray cat enters your home, are given a kitten or cat;
Receiving a gift in the shape of a cat (including lion, tiger, etc.)
A musician playing outside your window, or unexpectedly encountering a street musician;
Hearing a stringed instrument unexpectedly;
If your string instrument or piano makes unexpected noises on its own;
If your cat sleeps on the piano or becomes unexpectedly interested in any stringed instrument;
To receive or attend a wedding;
To have a golden butterfly or daddy long legs act unusually or enter your home;
To have a laurel tree attract your attention in some unusual way;
To be invited to ride in any wheeled vehicle (“chariot”) unexpectedly

A e
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Gabriel 

Zodiacal sign: Cancer
Planet: The Moon
Call sign - “Stellar-lunar Corona.”
Keep petition for 28 days (including the day it is written) before destroying
Results typically come within 1, 3 9 or 12 months (often sooner)
Address petitions: “To Archangel Gabriel of the Moon”
White paper in silver or blue ink
Petition on: the new moon and/or Mondays
Angelic Script: Theban Script entirely

Gabriel’s Omens:

Shellfish either receiving, or being unexpectedly invited to dine where it’s being served;
An unexpected gift of melons or pears;
Any unusual experience with a pear tree, or a weeping willow tree;
An unexpected gift of silver;
Any surprise which involves a birth or a baby;
Any unusual greeting from a dog or a puppy;
Moths entering your home;
An unusual experience with a spider or spider web;
An unusual experience with a moon beam;
A gift or unusual experience involving white flowers;
Unexpected gift or encounters with any of the mars trees or plants listed in the correspondences;

d B
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Samael 

Zodiacal signs: Aries and Scorpio
Planet: Mars
Call sign: “The Drawn, Upright Sword”
Keep petition for 7 days before destroying (burn the following Tuesday).
Results typically come fairly rapidly.
Address petitions: “To Angel Samael of Mars, the great protector”
White paper in Red
Petition on Tuesdays
Angelic Script: Use Rivers Script entirely

Samael’s Omens:

A gift or unusual experience with a knife or sword;
A knife unexpectedly falling to the ground;
Uncontrollable sneezing;
Spilling pepper or hot spices;
Anything catching fire;
Unusual red lights appearing;
Being stung by a wasp or insect (other than a bee);
Unexpected gift or encounters with any plant or tree that is thorny, has sharp needles (i.e. cactus)
Unexpected encounters with red flowers or a gift of red flowers;
The feeling of heat anywhere in your body;
Tingling in your right arm or right hand.

a h E
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Raphael 

Zodiacal signs: Gemini and Virgo
Planet: Mercury
Call sign: The Head of the Bird
Keep petition for seven days before destroying.
Results typically come fairly rapidly.
Address petition: “To Angel Raphael of Mercury”
Yellow paper in black, or white paper in yellow
Petition on Wednesdays
Angelic Script: May use Theban or Rivers

Raphael’s Omens:

The sudden appearance of a fern or weed, especially if growing on a wall or roof gutters;
The gift or unusual appearance of yellow flowers;
A bird entering your home or building a nest directly outside the entrance of your home
The gift of a caged bird;
A bird acting unusually;
Certain words from a talking bird may be omens
An unusual and sudden occurrence of flies in the home (you may exterminate them without worry, 
they have simply been used as a sign).
Dreaming of monkeys, birds or flies
Receiving gifts in the shape of monkeys, birds or flies;
Any unusual occurrence with a mirror, a gift of a mirror or the breaking of a mirror (not a sign of bad 
luck, it’s an omen!).
Many unexpected visitors showing up in your home;
Unexpected journey
Many unexpected letters;
The appearance of quick and darting lights;

c f C
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Sachiel 

Zodiacal signs: Sagittarius and Pisces
Planet: Jupiter
Call sign: The Part of Fortune
Keep petition for 28 days before destroying.
Results can come at any time
Address petition: “To Angel Sachiel of Jupiter”
White or pale lavender paper in blue or purple 
Petition on Thursdays
Angelic Script: Use Rivers Script Entirely 

Sachiel’s Omens:

Receiving a foreign coin in your change;
Finding a coin on the street (especially in unusual way)
A gift in the shape of a boat, fish, elephant, whale or dolphin
Tingling in the right leg or either foot.
A purple haze or light in your home;
Seeing little gold lights
An invitation to the seaside or a boat trip;
News or a visit from a sailor or fisherman;
Any gift or unusual occurrence involving the sea or beach;
Any gift of purple flowers or of grapes;
A gift of oak leaves or in the shape of oak leaves;
Any gift of money or unexpected raise in pay
Seeing any member of royalty in person;
Having bees enter your home;
Seeing a queen bee;
Receiving a gift in the shape of a bee;
Being stung by a bee;
Any gift of honey, or unusual occurrence surrounding honey.

i l F
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Anael 

Zodiacal signs: Taurus and Libra
Planet: Venus
Call sign: The Chalice
Keep petition for 28 days before destroying.
Results typically come within 6 months.
Address petition: “To Angel Anael of Venus” 
Blue, pink or white paper in blue, light green or light red/pink
Petition on Fridays
Angelic Script: Use Rivers Script for petition; your name in Theban Script

Anael’s Omens:

Seeing or hearing doves or lovebirds;
Receiving gifts in the shape of doves, lovebirds or swans, or having them visit your home;
Finding a caterpillar an you or your clothes;
Finding a butterfly in your home;
Having rabbits visit your home, or receiving gifts in the shape of rabbits;
Having your pet stare or play with something that is not visible;
Receiving a gift of apples or persimmons;
Receiving a ring as a gift;
Receiving new pink, blue or turquoise colored clothing
Receiving a luxury garment

b g D
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Cassiel 

Zodiacal sign: Capricorn
Planet: Saturn
Call sign: Jacob’s Ladder
Keep petition for 3 full months before destroying.
Results typically come within 3 years
Address petition: “To Angel Cassiel of Saturn”
White Paper in black 
Petition on Saturdays
Angelic Script: Use Rivers Script entirely

Cassiel’s Omens:

Receiving or finding coal unexpectedly;
Biting into or unexpectedly eating something bitter;
Receiving dried flowers or dried fruit as a gift;
Having a sudden easing of rheumatic, or arthritic pains;
Feeling a tingling in the left leg;
Seeing dark blue or dark green mist in home or around you;
Receiving evergreen branches;
Seeing a tortoise, turtle or parrot unexpectedly or receiving gifts in those forms;
Unusual activities involving worms;
Unusual activities involving crows, ravens or jackdaws;
Receiving a gift in the form of a crow, raven or jackdaw
Receiving lead in any form unexpectedly;
Soot suddenly coming down the chimney and into the home;

G j
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Uriel 

Zodiacal sign: Aquarius
Planet: Uranus
Call sign: The Lightning Flash
Keep petition for 14 days before destroying.
Results typically come unexpectedly, unusually and suddenly.
Address petition: “To Uriel, Throne Angel of God and Magical Force”
White paper in green
Petition on Saturdays
Angelic Script: Use Rivers Script Entirely

Uriel’s Omens:

Seeing a rainbow 
Having a lizard or chameleon come up to you or into your home;
To see a picture or image of a unicorn;
To receive a gift in the form of a unicorn, lizard, chameleon or dragonfly;
To encounter a dragonfly especially in an unusual or unexpected way;
To find a pool of oil or water that is refracting light as a rainbow;
To notice a rainbow in your home unexpectedly from refracted light;
To receive a gift including bananas or mangos (even things like banana bread and mango salsa or 
chutney);
To receive a gift of a hydrangea;
To have a hydrangea change colors;

Note: If Uriel is not one of your ruling angels, petitioning him can bring results in very 
turbulent and upsetting ways.

H k
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